2018 BOOK NOW
FIRE-TECH.COM

BUILD_
+CODE
INVENT//
INNOVATIVE AND CREATIVE
TECH CAMPS AND COURSES
FOR KIDS 12-17

_INSPIRING
FUTURE
INNOVATORS//
AT FIRE TECH WE ARE ON A MISSION TO EMPOWER CHILDREN WITH
THE SKILLS TO MAKE THE FUTURE.

Will your teen be the world’s next big innovator?

Since then, Fire Tech has delivered over 7,000

Are they eager to succeed in a technology driven

learning experiences around the world from the UK,

economy? Our future-focused courses will help

Italy and France to as far as Australia and Antigua.

your child explore and master the technical skills

Empowering thousands of girls and boys to tinker,

that shape tomorrow. From coding Python, to

build, create and innovate.

engineering robots, to creating pro-style games with
Unity 3D, our 2018 courses will ensure your child is

This summer we are excited to invite you to our

ready for whatever the world has to offer.

residential camps located in some of England’s top
academic institutions. Our tech-savvy staff look

Five years ago our founder Jill Hodges launched

forward to welcoming you!

Fire Tech’s first classes in London after being
frustrated that her own kids weren’t getting the
technology and digital skills they needed in school.
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_UK’S LEADER IN STEM
EDUCATION FOR KIDS//
We teach the in-demand skills your kids aren’t
getting in school. Students may arrive with little
or no knowledge but quickly build momentum
with the support of our specialist tutors and leave
with their own custom-built projects to share with
friends and family.
Whether your child dreams of becoming a data
scientist in Silicon Valley or studying computer
science at the university level, their journey
starts here!

• Tech-savvy tutors from leading universities
• 8:1 student to tutor ratio
• Industry standard software & hardware
• Proprietary curriculum covering the most
current technology trends
• Project-based collaborative learning
• Inspiring locations at leading universities
and schools
• Structured outdoor activities
• Access to scholarships & acceptance
of child care vouchers
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WYCOMBE ABBEY_
RESIDENTIAL CAMPS//
BRITISH TRADITION + MODERN TECH = GREAT SUMMER EXPERIENCE!
Set in 170 acres of conservation-listed grounds in the Buckinghamshire countryside, Wycombe Abbey is
frequently ranked among the top secondary schools in the world. Modern classroom facilities provide the
technology and setting for a fully interactive course experience. The green spaces, sports pitches and other
communal facilities provide ample opportunity for relaxing and making new friends from around the world.

AT A GLANCE
PRICE
LOCATION

		

Wycombe Abbey, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, England

			 Situated 30 minutes from Heathrow Airport.
DATES

		

CHECK IN
PICK UP
AGES

		

 Sunday Evening
Friday night or Saturday morning

		

LANGUAGE

£1300
(All inclusive)

Weeks starting 8th July, 15th July, 22nd July

		

		

		

12-17 Years old
Students are required to have intermediate level of English

			 (Cambridge B2/C1).
TRAVEL SERVICES
WEEKEND STAY
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	 Heathrow Airport transfers £50 additional
Stay over the weekend for £50 additional
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COURSES AT WYCOMBE ABBEY
Each course lasts one week. Many students stay for two consecutive weeks so they can
take courses in two different subjects.

TEEN CODING WITH PYTHON

TEEN GAMES BUILDING

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Learn the coding language used by

Turn passive play into real world skills.

Take your creativity to the next level.

academic institutions, start ups and large

Students will get a coding initiation in

Students learn set up and shooting

companies. Students learn structures,

both Java and Python as they build their

with a digital DSLR camera. They will

variables, functions, conditionals and

own games. Coding concepts covered

master editing with Adobe Photoshop.

develop the confidence to take on complex

include loops, functions, interactions,

Students create their own personal

challenges like programming calculators,

spawning characters, and creating a GUI

portfolio that will include portraits,

creating role-playing games and data

interface. Students leave with their own

“impossible shots”, movie posters,

analysis. Great background for kids taking

functional game. (ages 12-17)

and compositions. (ages 12-17)

ROBOTICS

BLOGGING & VLOGGING

DIGITAL DESIGN

Learn how to engineer robots to follow

Become the next social media influencer.

Take your creative skills from average to

your commands with VEX IQ. Campers

Learn presenting skills and how to safely

awesome with the latest in digital design

will program with ROBOTC and work in

create a personal brand that will stand out

technology. Master the latest tools in

teams to create robots that use sensors

from the crowd. We’ll teach you the tech

illustration, design and motion graphics.

to move objects, navigate their

secrets to get the most out of YouTube

Learn from expert digital designers. Build a

environment, and then compete against

and Instagram, and ensure you have a

portfolio with iconic photos, graphic designs,

one another in robot wars.

confident and responsible following.

sound scaping and eye catching videos.

(ages 12-17)

(ages 12-17)

(ages 12-17)

the computer science GCSE in the UK.
(ages 14-17)
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LIFE AT WYCOMBE ABBEY
MEALS

ACCOMMODATION

PASTORAL CARE

Breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks

The boarding houses are modern and

An experienced Camp Director is always

are provided. Hot and cold breakfast

spacious. Dorm rooms are shared with

on-site with the students, boards with

is served in Abbey Hall. Picnic lunch

two, three or four students of the same

them and is responsible for their health,

is served at Daws House, where the

gender and similar ages. All bedding

safety and pastoral care. We have both

classes are held. Hot meals are served

is provided. Friends coming to camp

male and female tutors and they board

for dinner in the dining hall, in addition

can room together, upon request.

in the same houses as the students.

to occasional pizza or bbq dinner

Accommodation, bathing facilities and

All of our tutors have current enhanced

nights. Hot and cold drinks, fresh fruit

toilets are gender specific. Students are

DBS checks.

and snacks are available all day.

encouraged to mix in the public areas.

Please let us know of any dietary
requirements ahead of time.

EVENING ACTIVITIES

WEEKEND ACTIVITIES

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

The timetable is filled with intensive

Some students stay for two weeks and

Parents are required to provide Fire Tech

activities, learning challenges and project

so depending on numbers we organise

information on their plans for arrival and

work, alongside recreational activities

activities that they are interested in

departure so that we can be sure that we

including sports, games and barbecues.

during the weekend. Students (with their

know how every student is travelling.

While we don’t require the students to

parents’ permission) can go into High

Arrival takes place on Sunday afternoons,

participate in every activity in the evening,

Wycombe to check out the local village.

and students can leave from 4pm on Friday.

we do require them to spend time with the

We also have organised trips into

Students may stay Friday night if they

group so that they have plenty of time to

London, movie and pizza nights, picnics,

have flights out on Saturday at no

socialise with new friends and the team,

sports, and other relaxing and fun ways

additional charge.

away from their screens.

for the students to chill-out between
their two weeks of courses.
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
BY AIR

BY CAR

BY RAIL

The school is a 30 minute drive from

The school is a 30 minute drive from

Wycombe Abbey is less than half a mile

Heathrow Airport. Airport transfers

Heathrow Airport.

from High Wycombe train station. There

cost £50 round trip.

are frequent direct trains to and from
London (Marylebone Station) and direct

Student transfers are met by tutors

trains running to Oxford city centre. Please

and brought in taxis or minibuses

check train schedules for updates to train

to the campus. Students will be

services to High Wycombe.

safely returned to the airport and
checked in. Parents must organise
unaccompanied minor status where

MULTIPLE COURSES

necessary. Flight plans must be

Campers can enrol in one course per

finalised two weeks prior to camp.

week. They can spend up to three weeks
at camp to have access to a different
course each week.

TYPICAL DAY AT WYCOMBE ABBEY
WAKE UP + BREAKFAST

08:15

7

COURSE
BEGINS

TEA +
SNACKS

LUNCH

09:30

10:30

12:30

TEA +
SNACKS

FREE TIME
+ FINISH

DINNER

ACTIVITIES

LIGHTS OUT

15:00

17:30

18:30

20:00

22:30
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_ENGLISH LANGUAGE
LEARNING
PLUS CODING & TECH!
NEW RESIDENTIAL CAMPS FOR 2018

Due to popular demand we are now offering

in immersive experiences that accelerate both

courses combining tech skills with English

learning and personal development.

language learning for 12-17 year olds. These will
take place in two new locations: Lancing College in

Based on the CLIL model of English learning

West Sussex, England and Ardingly College in West

that is used in top schools worldwide, CMT

Sussex, England.

Learning’s customised English curriculum is
designed to accelerate learning with the help of a

Fire Tech has partnered with CMT Learning to

fully-immersive English environment.

provide residential camps at Lancing and Ardingly
Colleges. In this partnership, we will offer a half

Students joining the Coding and English camps will

day of our coding courses and CMT Learning

spend half their time perfecting their English and

will provide their customised English language

the other half learning the latest technologies in our

programme.

Coding Games with Java and Robotics classes.
Please Note that students in the Coding and

CMT Learning is a trusted partner with an excellent

English courses still need a B2 or C1 Cambridge

reputation and nine years’ experience delivering

level of English as all coding courses will be

residential camp experiences. CMT Learning shares

taught in English.

Fire Tech’s mission of working with young people
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CHOOSE YOUR COURSE
The following courses are on offer at Lancing College and Ardingly College.

ROBOTICS PLUS ENGLISH
(ages 12-17)

In the other half of the day, students will take part

Get hands on with VEX IQ robots and get to grips

in English language lessons. Lessons focus on

with engineering and coding with your robotic

conversational English, active participation and

builds. In 15 hours of Fire Tech’s Robotics

project work. Teachers use tech themes during

curriculum, students design and build their robots

class where students will learn about keywords in

using the competition-grade VEX IQ kits, and

tech, as well as exploring tech-related topics such

programme them in the RobotC language. All kit,

as innovation and marketing. English classes are

computers and RobotC license included. Students

designed to be fun, relevant and accelerate learning

work in teams of two per kit and put their robots to

throughout the camp. An entry test groups students

the test in friendly competitions to see whose build

by age and ability at the start of the week. Students

will win.

get lots of individual feedback, including a written
report and an English certificate to take home.

9

CODING GAMES WITH JAVA
PLUS ENGLISH

In the other half of the day, students will take part

(ages 12-17)

conversational English, active participation and

Students will learn the Java programming language

project work. Teachers use tech themes during

by building an original video game. The Greenfoot

class where students will learn about keywords

tool we use facilitates building and debugging

in tech, as well as exploring tech-related topics

programmes, and provides immediate visual

such as innovation and marketing. English

feedback as the students explore object-oriented

classes are designed to be fun, relevant and

programming. During the first part of the course,

accelerate learning throughout the camp. An entry

students work with expert instructors to master key

test groups students by age and ability at the

computing concepts as they build a model game.

start of the week. Students get lots of individual

In the last half of the course they are coached and

feedback, including a written report and an English

supported as they create their original game.

certificate to take home.

in English language lessons. Lessons focus on
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ROBOTICS AND CODING GAMES
WITH JAVA, PLUS ENGLISH

In one of the two weeks, and during one half of each

(ages 12-17)

other week, during one half of each day, students

If you’re looking for a longer program, combine

get to grips with Robotics. In the other half of each

the Coding Games with Java and Robotics courses

day students take part in English classes provided

plus English for a 13 night stay. This course

by professional English teachers. Students on this

provides students with the opportunity

course will enjoy three excursions to the London

to experience two tech courses and leave with

Science Museum, Brighton Pier, and the Portsmouth

a deeper understanding of English.

Historic Dockyard.

TEEN PYTHON PROGRAMMING
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH CMT
LEARNING (NO ENGLISH)

“back to basics” approach very helpful as they fill

(ages 13-17)

Our goal is for each participant to feel confident

Students who want to focus on coding without

coding, and to be able to continue to learn on their

the English tuition can participate in our popular

own with tools and resources that are available

Teen Python Programming course. This course

to them. Students will work with computing

is for teenagers looking to get a grasp on coding

concepts including loops, variables, conditionals,

fundamentals while building the confidence and

functions, and working with libraries and creating

skills to go onto code independently.

GUI interfaces. Each concept is reinforced with

day, students will learn Java programming. In the

in any gaps in their fundamentals.

independent miniprojects.
Students will acquire the foundations of computer
science to continue their independent or school

In this course, students will spend the full day in

based learning in future. While this is a beginners’

their coding workshop. While there is no English

course, we find that many teens who have already

coursework, students will be completely immersed

started to learn to program on their own find our

in the class, taught in English and expected to be
able to speak English fluently.
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EXCURSIONS
Whilst at the Lancing and Ardingly residential camps, students will have
the opportunity to see top attractions which include the following.
PORTSMOUTH HISTORIC
DOCKYARD AND SHOPPING

ESCAPE ROOM AND
BRIGHTON PIER

LONDON AND
SCIENCE MUSEUM

On camps starting 2nd July and 15th July

On camps starting 9th and 23rd July

For students on 13 night camps

Campers will enjoy an interactive tour

Campers will use their newly learnt

Students will spend the morning exploring

of HMS Victory, the impressive flagship

logic skills to work in teams to unlock

London’s world famous science museum

of Lord Nelson in the Battle of Trafalgar

the mystery of the escape room before

before taking a guided walking tour of the

before heading to Gunwharf Quays, the

spending the afternoon enjoying the

city to see iconic landmarks such

south coast’s leading designer outlet

rides and amusements of Brighton’s

as Buckingham Palace and the Houses

shopping centre.

classic seaside pier.

of Parliament.

ARDINGLY_
COLLEGE//

WEST SUSSEX, ENGLAND

Located in the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in Sussex, Ardingly College is a leading
private school in England. Conveniently situated halfway between London and Brighton, Ardingly is set
in 230 acres of stunning school grounds and extensive open spaces, making it a wonderful choice for
residential campers.

CAMPS AVAILABLE AT ARDINGLY
COURSE

Robotics plus English

DATES

02 - 08 July
09 -15 July

Coding Games with Java
plus English

02 - 08 July

Teen Python
for advanced English
speakers

02 - 08 July

Robotics and Coding
Games with Java plus
English

12

09 -15 July

09 -15 July

02 - 15 July

AGES

EXCURSIONS

PRICE

12-17

1

£1300

12-17

1

£1300

13-17

1

£1300

12-17

3

£2600
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GENERAL INFORMATION
MEALS

ACCOMMODATION

SUPERVISION

Each day students will enjoy three

This residential camp provides comforting

Outside of their lessons, students are

nutritionally balanced meals and an

and spacious boarding houses. Guests

supervised by CMT Learning’s experienced

evening snack. Campers will have

will stay in either single, twin or triple

and highly-trained pastoral care staff.

access to beverages throughout the

bedrooms and shared bathrooms facilities

Their staff board with the students and

day. We can accommodate to most

separated by gender.

take responsibility for health, safety

dietary requirements, please let us

and well being, both at the camp and on

know ahead of time.

excursions. They will also lead the
fun-filled evening activities programme.

SAMPLE TIME TABLE
WAKE UP

07:30

BREAKFAST

08:00

TECH OR
ENGLISH CLASS

LUNCH

FREE TIME

TECH OR
ENGLISH CLASS

FREE TIME
+ FINISH

DINNER

ACTIVITIES

DOWNTIME

LIGHTS OUT

09:30

12:30

13:15

14:00

17:30

18:00

19:00

20:30

22:00

BY AIR

BY CAR

We can provide airport transfers for £90 each way, from either Heathrow or Gatwick

Ardingly College is located between Crawley

airports. Please note airport transfers operate at a certain days and times.

and Haywards Heath close to the M23, A23

Hours of operation for transfers are as follows:

and A272 just 35 miles south of London.
Address: Ardingly College, College Road,

Arrival Transfers: 09:00 - 18:00 on first day of camp.

RH17 6 SQ

Departure transfers: 10:00 - 19:00 on last day of camp.

BY RAIL
Transfers outside of these hours are available on request for £150 each way.

The nearest train station is Haywards

Please contact us if you have any questions.

Heath and is a 10 minute taxi journey from
Ardingly
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LANCING_
COLLEGE//

WEST SUSSEX, ENGLAND

Situated high up on a hill near Brighton and overlooking the sea, Lancing College is one of Britain’s
top private schools. The college is situated 15 minutes from Brighton, moments from the coast and
just an hour from London. Founded in 1848, the college has a reputation for academic excellence in
an inspirational setting.

CAMPS AVAILABLE AT LANCING
COURSE

Robotics plus English

DATES

16 - 22 July
23 -29 July

Coding Games with Java
plus English

16 - 22 July

Teen Python
for advanced English
speakers

16 - 22 July

Robotics and Coding
Games with Java plus
English

14

23 -29 July

23 -29 July

16 - 29 July

AGES

EXCURSIONS

PRICE

12-17

1

£1300

12-17

1

£1300

13-17

1

£1300

12-17

3

£2600
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GENERAL INFORMATION
MEALS

ACCOMMODATION

SUPERVISION

All meals are provided at Lancing and

This location offers comfortable

Outside of their lessons, students are

children will enjoy a variety of food. Each

accommodation for teenagers. Students

supervised by CMT Learning’s experienced

day students will enjoy three nutritionally

will stay in single, twin or triple bedrooms

and highly-trained pastoral care staff.

balanced meals plus an evening snack.

and dormitories, with shared bathroom

Their staff board with the students and

Campers will have access to beverages

facilities.

take responsibility for health, safety

throughout the day. We can accommodate

and well being, both at the camp and on

to most dietary requirements, please let us

excursions. They will also lead the fun-

know ahead of time.

filled evening activities programme.

SAMPLE TIME TABLE
WAKE UP

07:30

BREAKFAST

08:00

TECH OR
ENGLISH CLASS

LUNCH

FREE TIME

TECH OR
ENGLISH CLASS

FREE TIME
+ FINISH

DINNER

ACTIVITIES

DOWNTIME

LIGHTS OUT

09:30

12:30

13:15

14:00

17:30

18:00

19:00

20:30

22:00

BY AIR

BY CAR

We can provide airport transfers for £90 each way, from either Heathrow or Gatwick

The school is close to the A23, use this

airports. Please note airport transfers operate at a certain days and times.

postcode in your satnav BN15 0RW.

Hours of operation for transfers are as follows:

Address: Lancing College, Lancing, West
Sussex, BN15 0RW

Arrival Transfers: 09:00 - 18:00 on first day of camp.
Departure transfers: 10:00 - 19:00 on last day of camp.

BY RAIL
The school is located 14 km from Brighton

Transfers outside of these hours are available on request for £150 each way.

train station which is about a 20 minute

Please contact us if you have any questions.

taxi ride away.
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FIRE TECH_
DAY CAMPS//
In addition to our residential offer, Fire Tech

Our flagship summer day camp programme runs

offers a wide range of day camps for students

one week courses for seven weeks in July and

9 to 17 years old, at locations across the UK,

August, and during each school holiday period.

including Manchester, Cambridge, Bristol,
Reading and Surrey.

Day camps take place between the hours of 9am
and 5pm (with specific hours depending on the

Like our residential camps, our day camps

course) and do not include accommodation,

are organised in classes of eight students per

meals, or transport.

instructor. We provide a supportive and engaging
environment in which kids and teens explore tech,

For a full schedule go to FIRE-TECH.COM

innovate with new skills and develop their original
take-home projects to share with friends,
teachers and family.
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KIDS LOVE FIRE TECH
IT WAS A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE THAT COMBINED FUN AND
GAMES WITH CODE AND ROBOTICS. YOU LEARN A GREAT DEAL,
INCLUDING HOW TO CONTINUE TEACHING YOURSELF ABOUT THE
ARDUINO AND ITS CODING. IT WAS A TON OF FUN AND I CAN’T
WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR.
Hardware and Robotics Engineer on the Arduino Camp

I HAD AN AMAZING TIME DOING THE PYTHON
COURSE AT FIRE TECH. THE ACTIVITIES WERE
INTERESTING AND HELPED FURTHER MY KNOWLEDGE
AND INTEREST IN PROGRAMMING.
Python Programmer on the Teen Coding with Python Camp

...AND FROM THEIR PARENTS
MY SON HAS GAINED PROVEN KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS FROM ATTENDING
FIRE TECH. HIS I.T TEACHER QUITE CLEARLY COMMENTED ON THIS IMPROVEMENT
AND ENTHUSIASM, THAT HE FINISHES ANY ASSIGNMENTS IN HALF THE TIME, WITH
EXCELLENT GRADES. THANK YOU FIRE TECH!

MY DAUGHTER HAS REALLY BLOSSOMED THROUGH THIS EXPERIENCE. SHE HAS
GAINED GREAT KNOWLEDGE IN TECHNOLOGY AND DISCOVERED A NEW INTEREST FOR
HERSELF. I ALSO NOTICED HER CONFIDENCE LEVEL WENT UP AND HOW MUCH SHE
ENJOYED WORKING WITH HER TEAMMATES EVEN THOUGH SHE HAD ONLY JUST MET
THEM. IT WAS AWESOME!
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FIRE TECH_
TUTORS//
OUR SECRET WEAPON

Fire Tech tutors are our secret weapon. They study

In addition to content knowledge, we hire our tutors

courses such as computer science and engineering

based on their passion for teaching and excitement

at leading universities like Imperial College,

about technology. Students consistently rank their

Cambridge University, and UCL. Many are studying

interactions with the tutors as one of the things

at a Masters or PhD level and contribute to our

they most value in the Fire Tech experience.

curriculum by keeping us ahead of the curve with
the latest technology.

Our tutors undergo a rigorous selection and training
process and all of our tutors have an enhanced DBS
background check.
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WE’RE HERE_
TO HELP//
MY CHILD WAS EAGER TO ATTEND EACH SESSION,
SHE WAS ALWAYS STIMULATED AND ABSORBED IN HER
WORK. AFTER EACH DAY SHE WOULD BE BEAMING WITH
EXCITEMENT TO SHOW ME HER CREATIONS!
Fire Tech Parent
+44 20 395 07310

info@firetechcamp.com
@FireTechCamp
facebook.com/FireTechCamp
@firetechcamp
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FIRE-TECH.COM

+44 20 395 07310

info@firetechcamp.com
@FireTechCamp
facebook.com/FireTechCamp
@firetechcamp
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